Responses to Referee #1

Dear Prof. Cudennec,

We are very grateful for your constructive comments on our article “Specific Climate Classification for Mediterranean Hydrology and Future Evolution Under Med-CORDEX RCM Scenarios”. We totally agree with all major and specific comments and recommendations. We propose to modify the manuscript in order to respond to all points raised especially in sections 3 and 4. We will reorganize the structure of these sections to present the grid based classification as reference to the catchment based and station based classification; and we will elaborate the discussion and conclusion correspondently. All the references mentioned by the referee will be added in their corresponding section, in addition other articles will be added to justify the approach and methodology and discuss the obtained results.

In this letter, the comments of Referee #1 are given in black and our responses in blue.

Kind regards,

Antoine Allam, Roger Moussa, Wajdi Najem, Claude Bocquillon

Overview

The draft paper is promising as it addresses important hydroclimatic questions, with innovative approaches over the whole Mediterranean basin. Methodology and results are convincing and of high quality. The presentation and discussion can be improved. Perspectives are strong for follow ups on the hydrological aspects as announced in the conclusion. Yet it is here essentially dealing with climatic aspects and the links and orientations to hydrology are claimed with few justifications. These should be made more explicit: how are the chosen climatic indices “hydrology driven” (section 3.1)? And how are the indices dealing with precipitation seasonality specific to the Mediterranean hydroclimatic/hydrometeorological context (L203)?

We thank Referee #1 for all his comments and agree that the choice of the climatic indices and their relation to hydrology and precipitation seasonality should be justified and detailed furthermore.

The climatic, physiographic and hydrological characterisation of Mediterranean catchments are studied and discussed in the thesis of Allam which this article constitutes the first publication. The climatic indices resulting from this classification could be the basis for a hydrological characterisation of Mediterranean catchments using multivariate analysis, useful for agriculture, ecohydrology, economy.

We suggest modifying the text in section 3.1 as follows:

“The climatic indices were inspired from Köppen’s definition of Mediterranean climates Csa and Csb to emphasize the precipitation and temperature variability between seasons and from the components of the water balance in its general form \( P = Q + E \) (Where \( P \) = Precipitation, \( Q \) = Runoff, \( E \) = Evapotranspiration) to highlight the link between climate and hydrology. Hence Group I and III indices (\( I_1, P_{25\%}, P_{75\%} \) and \( I_{Decal} \)) characterize Mediterranean Precipitation \( P \) in its seasonality and monthly distribution. Group II and IV indices (\( SPET, I_{And} T_{25\%} \) and \( T_{75\%} \)) characterize the hydrological loss to evapotranspiration in the Mediterranean.)”

“The precipitation seasonality characterizing the Mediterranean climate is reflected in the flow regimes of Mediterranean rivers as pointed out by Haines (1988)”
The main hydrological perspective is the catchment approach, but this remains an analysis of climatic indices. This catchment based approach is announced to be the principal objective and then the grid based approach is developed for comparison; and monitoring stations are used for verification. The major conclusion is that there are some shifts between the catchments’ mapping and the grid mapping from one class to the other.

I would definitely suggest to reorganize sections 3 to present grid and station approaches first before presenting the catchment approach. Indeed the approaches with higher resolutions are the references away from which the space-averaging catchment approach shifts - not the opposite. This would further allow to have a stronger discussion of the catchment approach: averaging of indices’ values over the catchment area (much simplifying vs. hydromet/hydroclim space-time dynamics in such contexts), induced clustering, effect of the catchment size, under-consideration of intra-catchment heterogeneity and eventual gradients....

We agree. Similar classifications could be carried out to different hydrological or spatial units according to the needed resolution and applied field (parcels, altitudes). Sections 3 and 4 will be reorganized to show the grid based classification as reference classification, verify it for the station and catchment scale classifications.

In Section 3.6 we suggest reorganizing the framework as follows:

“The proposed methodology consisted first on calculating the grid based climatic indices using WorldClim-2 monthly data, second on reducing the number of indices with the PCA and third on classifying it using K-Means clustering. The gridded indices classification was later verified on the ground stations indices and then compared to the catchment scale averaged data for future hydrological applications. In addition, a hierarchical decision tree was constructed to avoid repeating the whole process when classifying projected indices. All PCA, K-Means and decision tree where calculated using SPSS software. Projected indices under RCP scenarios were calculated and classification evolution were then deduced.”

In Section 4, we suggest reorganizing the results to show the actual Figure 5 first, then Figure 6 and last Figure 4. The sections will be reorganized in the following order

Section 4.1 “PCA results for WorldClim-2 grid based indices “
Section 4.2 “Grid based classification”
Section 4.3 Verification on stations indices
Section 4.4 Comparison to catchment based classification

One conclusion is the ”continuity” of climate indices and classes, essentially North- South. This needs elaboration as continuity is not unique across the spectrum of climate classes and as the geography of climate is known to depend on both latitude, distance to the sea, and relief; and structures of gradients are season-dependent (see for instance Slimani et al., 2007; Baccour et al., 2012 and Feki et al., 2012 about geographic-seasonal structures across North-South elongated Tunisia from subhumid context to Sahara / and Vicente-Serrano et al., 2004 and follow ups in Eastern Spain)

We agree. We propose to add the suggested references and the below text to the introduction.

“A North/South general precipitation and evapotranspiration gradient has been identified in Tunisia through the analysis of directional variograms that results from partial gradients evolving through seasons (Slimani et al., 2007; Baccour et al., 2012; Feki et al., 2012). These spatial gradients mainly depend on topographic structures through the interception of rainfall-generating air masses is shown. The climatic classification will try to identify the general spatial gradients across the Mediterranean.”

A major question here is the boundary of the Mediterranean region. The hydrographic choice is well justified and compared to other approaches. Merheb et al. 2016 is referred to in Figure 1 but should be more strongly mobilized in section 2.1 as the antecedent study using the hydrographic definition and delineation of the region.
Ok. We will include Merheb et al. 2016 in section 2.1 to support our choice of the hydrographic delineation of the region; with the slight difference that Merheb has considered that any catchment falling within one of the 4 definitions he advanced is considered as “Mediterranean”

We proposed to modify the text in section 2.1 as follows”

“The question that arises is how would the Mediterranean boundary be defined? Several definitions of the Mediterranean boundary have been previously mentioned by Merheb et al. (2016) as collected from literature; hydrological boundary was adopted for this study as shown in Figure 1.”

In that studied Mediterranean region, the climatic heterogeneity is introduced via the Köppen classification. Yet only Köppen C classes are introduced and mapped in Figure 1 whereas part of the region falls under Köppen B classes. See the Peel et al 2007 world mapping of the Köppen classification. Figure 1 and the corresponding text should be completed to display and define all the climatic classes present in the study region.

Ok. Only Köppen C classes were shown to delineate the “Mediterranean climate Boundary” as Köppen B Classes are present in the region but represent the desertic climate. However, we will display all Köppen classes found in the Mediterranean in Figure 1 and complete the correspondent text with their definitions. We propose to modify the text as follows

“The (Cs) climate doesn’t reign all over the Mediterranean region as Köppen (B) classes are also observable. (B) classes correspond to Arid climate in general with (BWh) the Desertic and hot climate that dominates Egypt and Libya characterised with very low precipitation (MAP < 5xP_{th} with P_{th} = 2xMAT) and high temperature (MAT ≥ 18°C), (BSk) the Arid Steppe cold climate that dominates Southeast Spain characterised with low precipitation (5xP_{th} < MAP < 10xP_{th}) and low temperature (MAT < 18°C), (Cf) the temperate climate without any dry season exists in the regions of Thessaloniki and Veneto and (D) cold climate present when going further North”

*MAT = Mean Annual Temperature, MAP = Mean Annual Precipitation, P_{th} = \text{P}_{\text{threshold}}

Figure 1: Four Mediterranean region boundaries (Merheb et al. 2016); first administrative, second topographic (Milano 2013), third olive cultivation (Moreno 2014) and fourth climatic (Peel et al. 2007)
Further, the text is ambiguous at some places, suggesting Köppen identified some Mediterranean climate, which does not appear in Peel et al 2007. This should be clarified.

Ok. The text will be clarified where necessary. Peel et al (2007) only reproduced “a new global map of climate using the Köppen -Geiger system based on a large global data set of long-term monthly precipitation and temperature station time series.”

Concerning hydroclimate classification, a further reference to the PUB body of literature could be made, such as e.g. Wagener et al., 2007; Hrachowitz et al., 2013

Ok, we suggest adding the following text in the introduction

“Through the classification of the Mediterranean catchments climatically and in a second step physiographically, we will be able to characterize their hydrological patterns and identify homogeneous regions which shall be useful for the prediction on ungauged basins (Wagener et al., 2007; Hrachowitz et al., 2013).”

Details
- L7: Mediterranean ... Region, basin?
  Ok. The Mediterranean region…

- L11: convoluted sentence
  Ok. The modified sentence will be divided into two:

This classification is useful in following up hydrological (water resources management, floods, droughts, etc.), and ecohydrological applications such as Mediterranean agriculture. The olive cultivation is the characteristic agriculture practice of the Mediterranean region.

- Figure 1: country boundaries are not visible. Names of countries are not all displayed (and inconsistently with other figures). See comment on mapping of other Köppen classes in the studied region.
  Ok. Figure 1 was modified to include all Köppen classes available in Mediterranean region and make it consistent with other maps in the article.

- L114: etymology of "Mediterranean" does not mean "middle land" but "in the middle of lands"
  Ok. Modified

- L73 and 123 are redundant. Some parts of Australia are also considered as "Mediterranean climate"
  Ok. The redundancy will be removed from L123 and L. 73 will be modified to:

“On the other hand, and at a global scale, some regions share a similar Mediterranean (Cs) climate such as California, Chile, South Africa and Australia (Figure 1)”

- Some Mediterranean references about the Mediterranean ground of the Turc formula should be more relevant than the Diouf et al one dealing with Senegal
  Ok. We suggest adding the following references in Section 3.1
  (Jensen & Allen, 2016) (Trajković & Kolaković, 2009) (Trajković & Stojnić, 2007)


- section 4.6: figure 7 and table 7 should be announced earlier in the section

Ok. Figure 7 and table 7 will be announced at the beginning of section 4.6

- Peel et al., 2007: the final paper in HESS shall be cited, not the discussion version in HESSD

Ok. Reference adjusted.
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